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Shooting Blind
BY JEANNE SCHINTO

I was once mistaken for a blind girl. It happened in a neighb
Washington, D.C., where I lived when I was in my twenties. I was
walking my dog past some street-corner men, looking straight ahead.
"Blind girl," I heard one of them mutter matter-of-factly to his friends.
At the time, I was amused at myself and at him. Blind girl! And
Heidi, my German shepherd, a seeing-eye dog, no less. Lately, however, when I think of that moment, it makes me a little sad, because it
starts me wondering: What else besides the faces of those harmless old
black streetcorner men have I missed? I am reminded of the child
(myself, in fact) who covered her eyes and cried out, "Don't see me!"
during a peek-a-boo game, hoping against the illogical hope of childhood that her own blindness would somehow cause blindness in others.
I remember in youth not seeing well. "Keep your eye on the ball!"
was one seeing lesson nearly everybody tried to teach me. I almost
failed at catching lightning bugs, too. Over a period of evenings, I tried
to grab some of those little sparks of summer, without success; then,
after I had already given up, I felt a tickling on my thumb. Gently I
coaxed the source of the tickle into the mouth of my mayonnaise jar and

twisted the lid on it for good, having learned a different lesson, a
different skill.

Yet I also remember seeing far better than I do today, at least in
certain circumstances. Down in the basement, where I played schooltaking both parts, pupil and teacher, always correcting, correcting, with
a sharp-tipped pencil-I saw the very air itself. No, not dust motes.
"Molecules. Those were molecules," a woman I met at a party not long
ago told me convincingly. She knew exactly what I was talking about
when I shared the old memory with her: she herself had seen the same
pointillistic haze when she was a kid. But she could not say in the same
convincing way why, when I try to see the air today, it fails to break into
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its tiniest parts for me. Is it because of a physiological change? (I do
wear glasses now.) Or have I lost some inner ability?

There's no question that, whether I saw things more clearly, I di
see things more slowly: I wasn't afraid to stare. And I had the time to

stare. Not that staring-for example, at the navel of a neighbor (a
Frenchwoman, she wore the first bikini our neighborhood ever saw)

was exactly encouraged. Seeing in general was considered "bold," to
use the word well-loved by the nuns who taught me during the late
1950s and early 1960s. "Keep your eyes to yourself!" said these Sisters
of Mercy. "Eyes front, Mr. O'Neill!" "That's no concern of yours, Mr.

Spizzirri." "What are you looking at, Miss Blume?" Temptation,
knowledge, pleasure-so much that was dangerous, and therefore
desirable, could enter you through those little windows in your head.
But if we couldn't look, God certainly did. In fact, the nuns told us

that seeing was His full-time occupation. I was informed that my
guardian angel was watching me, too. So I pictured the two of them
looking into my bedroom window, accompanied by Santa Claus
seasonally-beneficent voyeurs-as I got into my pajamas and brushed
my one hundred strokes every evening. Apparently, to look, to see, was
divine; to be seen was only human.

The photographer in the family is somewhat like God, I think: the one

who sees but isn't seen. Photographers are also the ones who create the

family histories, the images we'll remember. At our house, as in so
many others when I was growing up, the camera was operated exclusively

by Dad. Color slides were his forte. They came back from being
developed in a little yellow Kodak box, with a pull-out drawer, stacked
up like sugar wafers that we would have to wait for until after dinner.

The theater was the living room. A white bed sheet was draped
over the mirror that hung above the fireplace mantel. Ooooh and ahhhh,

we said as scenes from our collective past flashed before us. Christmas
morning, my sister, Janet, and myself in pajamas, ones that were being

used as dust rags now. Mitzi, a beagle, that had run away and been hit
by a train, and survived it, then run away again. The line of fir trees

along the side yard, shrunken: trees for Lilliputians. Time reversed.
Sometimes I went up to the screen to get a closer look at something and

was always surprised by the way that the image dissolved into dots: up
close it was harder to see, not easier. After we viewed the most current

slides, Janet and I would clamor for others to be unearthed from the
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archives, and my father would select one group or another to show yet

again, reinforcing certain family stories with these repeated looks at
their illustrations, while other tales, without pictures, were fictionalized.

When my father sold the house after my mother's death, the little
yellow Kodak boxes came to me. As Dad moved forward into the
future, he would leave behind his illustrated past. I hadn't looked at the

old slides in a while, so one night I sat down with a projector.
A whole series shows our house under construction, in 1952,
shortly after I was born. Like many craftsmen, my father documented
his work. Several of the shots show the house's wooden frame going up.

At that stage, before the black tar paper was tacked up, it looked like a

grounded tree house, suitable for a version of the Swiss Family

Robinson. That does not describe my family. But I have always liked
the idea that my father built the house for us. I'm also proud of him for

letting it go as easily as he did, when selling time came-a task made
easier, maybe, because he liked the people who bought it. I sometimes
wonder if I should bundle up the house series and mail it to the new
owners. I have met them and think they would appreciate such a gift.
But I also think they must be generating their own photos, the illustrations for their own family history on that same stage set.
A slide from another, earlier, batch intrigued me so much that I had
it made into a print I keep here on my desk. I'm not one for displaying

family pictures, but I do like this group portrait of three generations
gathered around a picnic table in our side yard, where a baby-elephant-

size boulder is serving nicely as a backdrop, thanks to my invisible

father, who did his usual good job of composing the shot. Aesthetics
aside, one reason I was drawn to it is because I didn't remember ever
having seen it before. My father not only took all the family pictures,
he selected the ones we would see, broad categories as well as individual shots, previewing each one in order to turn it upside down and
backwards. Why did this one get passed over time and again? A candled
and iced birthday cake is on the table in front of Janet, my sister, making

the picture easy to date: September 12. But what year? My guess is
1954. That would make Janet five while I, lounging in the arms of my
Aunt Fanny, am two and three-quarters.

My maternal grandparents are also in attendance, seated on either
side of Janet at the table. Aunt Fanny, a dozen years older than my
mother, must have been my grandparents' driver, since they did not
own a car. My grandfather, who rode his bike to work as a gardener on
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some of the big estates in town, is wearing a broad-brimmed gray f

hat and rimless glasses. My grandmother, with her wavy gray hair
pulled back, is wearing a white blouse that seems too small for her
enormous bosom. I love their Old-Worldliness. I love the whole tableau

for its family wholesomeness. How idyllic it looks; how deceiving. My
grandfather had only three years to live. My grandmother would live
another three decades, but I would never get to know her well. She

would continue to exasperate my mother with her loud kisses and bear

hugs, and the foolish things she said in poor English and poor Italian.

And the visits to her house would be obligatory, not pleasurable. And

my father would never learn to enjoy the company of many of my
mother's relatives.

As for Mother herself, wearing a cardigan with the sleeves pushed

up past her elbows, and plaid slacks fashionably wide, she has just
arrived on the scene with a full tea tray. She is thirty-two and looks very

Good Housekeeping, not at all like the sort of mother who would
entirely forget my birthday, not only once, when I turned eleven, but
again, when I turned nineteen.

To be fair, my birthday is six days before Christmas, a busy time

in any mother's life. And the life of mine was busier and even more
preoccupied than usual on the two dates in question. The first time, in
1962, she was a contestant on The Price Is Right, having been selected

out of the live TV audience a few weeks before; the second time, in
1970, she was throwing a party to announce Janet's engagement.
When she came home from The Price Is Right, pouting, understandably, that she had won nothing except a consolation prize (she
chose the twelve Ship & Shore blouses over the luggage), I tried to
console her, saying, "Yeah, and even on my birthday!" When she
gasped, it was my first realization that she hadn't remembered; until
then, I hadn't known to feel sad or dejected. If I had known, I might have

done her the favor of reminding her of the occasion. The second time
I knew all day long that I was being slighted. But instead of being glum,
I gloated, waiting for the perfect moment to inform her of her unmotherly

breach. That's the difference between nineteen and eleven.

I have no memory of how exactly I broke the news, or of her
reaction. Recently I discovered why, when I found a faded color
snapshot, not a slide, my father having switched media for these family

photos sometime in the late sixties. It shows Janet and me, posed with
the sheet cake my mother had ordered for the guests that night. And
there, irrefutably, is one half decorated in sugar script saying Happy
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Engagement, and the other half, ablaze with candles, saying Happy
Birthday.

The discovery of that picture has led me to believe that I probabl
got crucial pieces of The Price Is Right story wrong, too. And yet I have

clung to my recollections of both events for an unconscionably long

time. At parties, when a mother anecdote or one about a birthday
called for, I still tell the same story the way I always have: "My mother

forgot my birthday twice," I begin, never getting around to mentioning

the telling snapshot. For while it's true that a photographer is a powerfu
being, that power is limited. The picture in this blind girl's imagination
is more vivid than the one in her hand. It has taken a real effort to get

the former to fade, and obviously it has not yet faded, for here I go tellin
the story again.

When I used to think of clarity of vision, I thought of the blind. As
child I read a biography of Helen Keller that had made her seem saintly.

It was almost enough to make a girl wish that she were sightless, to
Thinking that the blind are blessed is, admittedly, an easy irony, but as

an adult, I still find myself sometimes backsliding into that idea,

especially when I look at photographs of blind people. There are plent
from which to choose-a whole genre's worth.

I am thinking, for instance, of Paul Strand's celebrated Blind
Woman. The old newspaper vendor is wearing a black babushka and a

sign around her neck saying in big block letters BLIND. (As if we
needed to be told!) In many ways, she is off-putting, even ugly, with her

bulging eye rolled far to the side-not a good match for her other eye,
a reptilian slit. But I like to look at her anyway, believing, almost against
my will, that she possesses an interior eye, one that is capable of seeing
the truth better and more easily than I do.

Strand's photograph was first published in Alfred Stieglitz's
Camera Work in 1917. When I first saw it, I hadn't realized how well
known it was, only that I myself was attracted to it. Then I read how,
twenty years later, Walker Evans had paid homage to it with Subway
Portrait, one in a series of pictures he made in New York in the late
1930s. Drafting an introductory text to be published along with them,
Evans anticipated the sighting of a subterranean blind man-"the
inevitable familiar inventive blind man making his way down the
rocking aisle," he wrote. He found what he was looking for in a blind
accordionist, who, taking up a rather conspicuous stance in the middle
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of the subway car, is playing and singing to his oblivious fellow
passengers, many of whom are reading newspapers-sold to them by
a blind newspaper vendor, perhaps? Here is a man who doesn't so much

know the truth as embody the truth-and the message is clear, at least
to me in a certain mood: we ignore him at our peril.
The subject of Eudora Welty's Blind Weaver fits the romantic

pattern, too. A big Mississippi woman in a flower-print dress, she is
leaning forward in a rocking chair on her front porch in Depression-era

Oktibbeha County, her arns outstretched as she works on the crossings

of threads on her loom, as if her fingers were divining something.
Really, she does look, if not blessed, at least above reproach. When I am
in more level-headed moods, however, I don't entirely trust the photo.
A self-described hobbyist-photographer, the writer Welty says she
pointed the camera innocently, recording "life as I found it, all unposed." But I think Welty isn't quite so innocent as she claims to be;
after all, she chose the camera's angle. And since the weaver is shown

in profile, it makes me wonder if her unseen eye protruded, like the
newspaper vendor's and like Helen Keller's before the surgery she
underwent as an adult, in preparation for the launch of her career as a
lecturer. Until then, biographer Dorothy Herrmann writes in Helen
Keller: A Life (1998), she was always carefully photographed in right
profile to hide her disfigured left eye, which many people would have

found grotesque. Later, adds Herrmann, Helen's family "lived in
dread" that the public would discover that those luminous eyes of hers
were artificial-glass at first, later plastic.

In the collection of photographs of the blind that I have gathered in my

head is one of a man who is described as "almost" blind. I came across
it in a book about early-day California photographers. He is Carleton
Watkins, who is being led away from the wreckage done by the San
Francisco earthquake of April 1906. He later went crazy, after his studio

was destroyed in the fires that followed the quake. It's not an ordinary

photograph of a person with impaired sight, then.
One would think that blindness would end the career of a photographer like nothing else would. I don't argue with that. And yet I know

of a young professional who has actually taught a blind person to use
a camera, not for the purpose of making pictures that might be salable,

but for the purpose of making something of himself.

My friend has always been an artist, drawing and painting since
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childhood. After high school, at an art school in the east, she had
planned to major in illustration, but while fulfilling a design requirement she took a course in photography. "I had never owned a camera,"
she says. "We weren't big picture-takers [in my family]." After that, she
switched her major to photography, having discovered that she loved
this new medium, this new way to express herself.

Her first job out of college was as a photo stylist, "making things
look better than they are." She did it only briefly. A friend of hers was
working with the blind. Having enjoyed some art-school courses in art
therapy, she decided that she wanted to try it, too: "I wanted see if I
could affect their lives."

She became a resident advisor in a group home for three blind men
in a suburb just outside a major city. Previously the trio had been at a
notorious institution that had been shut down for abuses. She and two
others were assigned to socialize the men, to help them integrate
themselves into the world, after years of institutionalization in a less
than ideal situation. They were to help them get to their jobs, teach
them to do their laundry and manage their money, see that they took
their medications, and try to get them to become active in the
community.

One of the residents-I'll call him Mr. A-was a sixty-one-yearold black man who had been blind since birth. He was classified as
mentally retarded, but my friend the photographer questions that label,
thinking that he probably got slow because of the people he had been
living with for so long. She describes him as "a vibrant man, alert,
attuned, very musical and creative." And yet he was, still, deeply
unsocialized, with personal habits that might repel would-be friends.
For example, she describes his method of eating, which was to hunker
down at the table, using his arms to guard his food as he ate, for fear that
someone might take it away from him.

When Mr. A would go with her on their "mobility walks" around
the neighborhood, he asked her about the camera that she always

brought along with her and that he could hear her using. When she
explained to the curious Mr. A that the camera "created images" and

that "you could have experiences and then you could have these
memories of them," he became intrigued, and soon enough he was
asking about having a camera of his own. So she got permission to
request a Polaroid for him with his SSI money; and when he had it, she
had him sit down and feel it and showed him how to load it. And then
he began to use it out on their walks together.
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Because he was particularly tuned to aural stimulation, she suggested, "If you hear a sound that interests you, point the camera in that
direction." He would hear the passing traffic and take a picture of a car

speeding past. She had deliberately chosen a Polaroid for him, because
the image would appear at once. And then he would feel it with his
hands. When he got back to his room, he would put his pictures up on

his wall, which became Mr. A's Gallery. Often what showed up on the
film wasjust a blur. "But it really didn't matter. The important thing was

that he was out in the world, connecting with it." Also, she and Mr. A
had something to talk about, not something artificial, but something in
which they both really were interested.

Soon they progressed to taking pictures of people. "Who's that
there? Who's standing next to us?" Mr. A would ask when they were
at the corner store or somewhere else in the neighborhood, and then, as

she had coached him, he would ask, "Do you mind if I take your
picture?"

"My being there helped other people to accept him," she says. The
people did certainly understand at once that Mr. A was blind. "He
looked blind," with cloudy eyes, and he carried the standard red-tipped

white cane. And yet they stood and posed for their pictures, anyway.
The results were often "just half a face," or "sometimes the person
wasn't even there." But again it really didn't matter. From Lisa's point
of view it was a success. "He was meeting more people than he had
been." He took his camera out with the other residential advisors, too.
When my friend left the home for another job in another part of the

country, Mr. A's Gallery stayed with him. She did not take any of the
pictures with her. "He can't see them, so why should anyone else?" she
legitimately asks.

Just as "pictures of the blind" is one category of collectible photograph,

"pictures of disasters" is another. (The photo of Carleton Watkins, it
seems, could be filed under either-or both-as well as in the one called
"pictures of prominent people.") Even amateur photographers are
drawn to floods and fires. In D.C., for example, when the row house
next door caught fire, my husband, Bob, got out the camera and started
snapping the firefighters as they entered our house to open the roof and
let the smoke out.

It's also true that when Bob's brother was a senior in high school
and came home to tell his parents that his girlfriend was pregnant and
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that they would be getting married, they took him out to the back yard
and snapped his picture on the last day of his youth. And on the morning
of my mother's funeral, my father decided that he wanted a picture of
himself, myself, and my sister standing on the redwood deck of our
house.

I have often wondered why my in-laws felt moved to commemorate in a photo what clearly was not a happy occasion; I have wondered
the same about my father. Marriages, yes. But funerals? His impulse
seemed not too distantly related to the Victorian habit of photographing
corpses in their caskets, except that we the subjects were, of course, the
survivors. In the snapshot my father looks pale, thin, exhausted. As for
me, I am also too thin in a dour navy-blue dress, the only thing in my
closet that I thought was appropriate for a funeral. I am not smiling. My
eyes are eerie, bright stars. Only Janet is looking chipper. She is wearing
a stylish black dress, which she would wear fifteen months later as my
stepmother's matron-of-honor.

Maybe Bob's parents were having trouble believing the truth about
their son and his girlfriend; even as eye witnesses, they wanted proof.
As for Dad, he knew it was an important day, and important days
deserve commemorating.
My mother's old Navy friend, Peggy, on the other hand, believed
that a photo could actually change the truth. This is what Peggy did:
When Mom was dying, Peggy brought a photograph to the hospital
room. It showed the two of them in their early forties, still pretty,
sticking their chests out, their legs fetchingly crossed. Peggy put the
picture on Mom's bedside table, standing it up like a holy card against
a cup of chipped ice-as if the photo could reinstate their younger days,
bring back the year stamped on the back of it: 1963.
Peggy isn't the only one who has ascribed magical properties to
photos. When I was younger, I exhibited some of my own magic
thinking about them. It happened because I hated getting my yearly
school picture taken by the succession of men who always made me
laugh against my will under the harsh lights; and I hated how the
pictures came out, with my hair bent up from having slept on it wrong
the night before and my teeth too big, since I had not yet grown into
them. And although by the time I was a senior in high school, my hair
was tamed and my teeth were acceptable, I finally refused to sit still: I

decided I would not be included in my yearbook. I would not offer my
face as evidence for anyone to use later as he or she wished. School
photos invariably got printed in the newspaper if you met an early death,
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and to me that genre of portrait seemed cursed for that reason. Hedge
your bets by avoiding the photo session in the first place.
Shortly before his remarriage, widower Dad threw away a lot of
photos of my mother-including her Navy album in which I had
expressed a distinct interest. Maybe he shouldn't have done such a
thing-destroyed those pictures of her saluting in her uniform, smiling
as if war were a cabaret. But if he thought the act might ease his pain,
then who am I to condemn it? His wasn't magic thinking; it was
common sense. Larry, the man behind the counter at my post office,
says that after his mother died, at about the same time as mine, his father

taped her photograph to the steering wheel of his car. For his own father,
Larry envies my father's break with the past, his remarriage, and the
photos of the new wife that are starting to crop up.

Maybe I have always had more faith in words than pictures. But words,

too, have failed me at crucial moments. I have evidence that things seen
and believed are not necessarily things conveyable as spoken truth to
others. About ten years ago, riding alone on the New York City subway,
unused to it and irrationally worrying that I would miss my station stop,
I saw a blind man with fluttery eyes and a red-tipped white cane get on
and announce to all of us, his fellow passengers, where he wanted to

disembark. So would people please tell him when he had arrived there?
When his stop came, however, he got up from his seat, without waiting
for anybody's signal, and off he went, out the door and back up into the
thick of the streets aboveground. And I thought to myself, if he can
navigate this hellish subway system, then surely I can.
A few days later, having lunch with a well-known novelist, I
recounted to her this sighting of the blind man, and told her how he had

given me confidence by his example. It was a simple story, really,
meant to make conversation, something to follow up one or another of
the novelist's own anecdotes. But when I had ended it, she said
something strange-strange to my ears, at least. Strange and dismissive. "Oh, he wasn't blind."
I mentioned his eyes again, and the cane. But she didn't seem to

hear, or else she was ignoring me. "So few of them are." Of course she
was thinking of the genuine blind frauds. They exist in history and in
literature, alongside all the holy men, seers, and speakers of the truth
who, in so many myths, legends, and classic tales, really are blind, or

go blind, or blind themselves. She was wrong about my blind man, but
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I said nothing more; instead, I pretended to accept her supposedly
superior wisdom, meanwhile thinking: She's so used to writing fiction,
she has sucked my true story into her fiction-making machine.
In Takoma Park, Maryland, where we lived for a year after leaving
Washington, while I was on another walk with my shepherd, Heidi, I
learned yet another lesson about seeing and believing and my limited
powers of persuasion through speech. I was almost home when a car
pulled up alongside me. The driver was a guy in his twenties, black like
the streetcorner men and like Mr. A. A woman in her fifties was his
passenger. His mother, perhaps? My mind started filling in other
details. The two were lost and needed directions. I tried to look helpful.
But instead of asking me about a destination, the man asked, in a hostile
tone, "Where'd you get that dog?"
"From friends," I said. This was the truth. When Heidi was a little

more than one year old, this couple-friends, as I said-two lawyersrealized that they traveled too much for business to take care of a dog
properly. So they had asked us if we wanted her, and we did. Now Heidi

was seven, so Bob and I had owned her far longer than our lawyerfriends had.

"Where'd your friends get her?"
"They got her from a breeder, and then they gave her to me."
"They told you that?"
"Well, yeah."

"And you believed them?"
"What do you mean?"
"What breeder did they say they got her from?"

"I don't know what one." It was my turn to be hostile now.
The man consulted with the woman. Then he said to me: "That's
not your dog."
"It's not?"

He shook his head. "That dog was stolen out of my backyard when

it was a pup."
"What? I've known this dog since before she was given to me! She
wasn't stolen!"

The two consulted with each other again, then the guy looked at

me, as if he wanted to say something more, but maybe the woman had
advised against it? He said nothing.
And then they drove way, with the guy shaking his head at what he

presumed to be my stupidity. Or my innocence? Or his powerlessness
to do anything about what he believed to be the truth?
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Even now I can imagine him telling his own, very different,
version of this story, about the girl he saw one day, walking his stolen
dog down the street.

When I think of pure clear vision, with or without a camera, and with
a minimum of words, I think of another walk I once took down a city
street at night. I had no dog with me-I was alone; nor was anyone else
around, when I saw a man far down the sidewalk, slowly walking
toward me.

He was tall, a large shadowy figure, and I found myself stopped by
fear, unable to move forward while the man continued to approach me
in the dark.

Has anyone ever seen me more perfectly in an instant than he did?
"Don't worry," he said as he passed by me.
"Sorry" was all I could reply.
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